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Goodbye Rallying at the border Professor
at SU gets
Father
Fulbright
Logan
JACCARD
KAITLIN
Staff Reporter

KATIE CHING

Editor-in-Chief

A map of the world stretches
across the computer screen in a
corner of the lighted office. The
walls are filled with old news
articles, diplomas andotherdeco-

Most people couldn'tdescribe
in a few sentences why they feel
so close to Father Frank Logan,
SJ, orbrieflytell you how the 99-year-oldJesuithas impacted their
lives. Everyone who has known
FatherLogan knows that histime
at Seattle University has spanned

rated accomplishments. This is
an exciting year for the faculty
andstaff at SeattleUniversity, as
one of their own collegues has
once again been recognized for
his achievements.
SU law professor Henry W.
McGee, Jr., has been named a

generations of undergraduatesover half of SU's history as a
university.
FatherLogan,whospentnearly
85years at SU, hasbeenkrownto
many as a handball champion, a
former athletic coach, a teacher
of French, Latin, theology and

English and the founder of the
Hiyu Coolee hiking club. Current SU students recognize him
as the manwho slowlyjourneyed
across campus on daily walks.
ButFather Loganhas not taken
one of those walks since January,
whenhemovedto the JesuitInfirmary at Gonzaga University because of health problems. He
returnedtocampus lastThursday
for a formalfarewell receptionin
theVashonRoomand wasgreeted
by aroom full of family, friends,

See Logan on page 2
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Peopleprotestingagainstorganizationslike NAFTA wereamong those at the rallyat the US/Canadian border
last weekend. The rally took place to support a larger protestin Quebec the Free Trade Agreement being
discussed at the Summit of the Americas in Quebec.

SU students attend rally to show their
concern over the Free Trade Agreement
Amy Baranski

attle University students, held a

News Editor

demonstration.
There were environmentalists,
Teamsters, radical feminists, anarchists andstudents among the variety of demonstrators, and they all
united under oneumbrella of antiglobalization.
The demonstrators gathered in
opposition to the Free Trade Area
Agreement, the focus of the Summit ofthe Americasthat took place
in Quebec last weekend.
Josh Russert, a senior communicationmajor, trekked up to theborder with his fiance, Jodi Reid and
fellow alumna 2001, Molly
McCarthy for the protest.
"We were thereas concernedcitizens," Russert explained.
Russert and McCarthy, two veterans of the WTO demonstrations
kept their efforts low key.
"Thereal WTO-style action took
placeinQuebec City. We werethere
to express oursolidarity with those
in Quebec against the FTAA,"
McCarthy explained.
The demonstrationtook place at
Peace Arch Park. The swarm of
protestorsrallied arounda stagethat
hosted several speakers. The rally
was organizedby the Peace Arch
Coalition, a group including dozens of U.S. and Canadian NGOs,
labor unions and grassroots political organizations.

Compared to the atmosphere of
in Quebec, the air was much more

breathable at the Canadian and
United States border near Blain,
Wash. Last Saturday thousands of
peaceful protestors,including Se-

Sister Cele Gorman, O.P. (center) andSister MargaretMurphy, O.P.
(right)greet Father Frank Logan, SJ at his receptionlast Thursday.
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According to Russert,the speakers were powerful, "and focused on
theissues and why so many regular

citizens arebeginningtounderstand
the true nature of so called Free

Trade."
After the rally, they marched
peacefully with about four thousand other protestors. The march
wound down through the Peace
Arch,up throughCanadianandU.S.
customs, effectively

closing down

the border for six hours in a peaceful, nonviolent way.

"The message is that we do not

-2002 school year. He received a
previous Fulbright Award to
Spainin 1982, and will soon be
returning there less than 20 years
later.
McGee will spend several
months during this fellowshipin
Spain, teaching and researching
the impact ofthe EuropeanUnion
environmentallaw on the Spanish legal system.
"I would like to study courtroom domineer and behavior of
Spaniards who arecharged witha
criminal offense and examine

their attitudes towards judicial
authority," McGee said.
Hisresearch will focus on two
specific issues as they affect
Spain's membership in the European Union trading bloc: the interactionbetweenenvironmental

and free-trade lawandtherolethe
EU plays in mediating between
the economic and environmental

feelourelectedrepresentativeshave
the right to make sweeping, unchecked agreementsabout ourbordersandhow we should trade with
our neighbors," Russert asserted.
"We,the people,havethe right to
move freely across bordersand interact with our hemispheric part-

ners."
The focus of the Summitof the
Americas in Quebec wastheFTAA
which would ease protections and
taxes on imports and exports with
almost every country between
Canada and Argentina. It will create the world's largest free-trade
zone.
Manyprotestorssay thatfreetrade
isn't the issue. Demonstrators like
McCarthy and Russert don't want

See Rally on page 2

See Fulbright on page 3
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SECURITY RETORT...
AUSTINBURTON
StaffReporter

Invasion of the Purse
Snatchers
Monday: 4 -16-01

Shortly after reporting to CampusPublic Safety that herpurse was
stolen, a campus community memberreceivedacall from theSeattle
Police Department that it hadbeen
recovered.

The victim picked upher purse to
learn it was missing some credit
cards, $30andother personal items.
Mr. Happy Hands
Monday: 4 -16-01

Standingamongst a row ofbooks

why?
in theLemiuex Library, anunidenflnd I ask
tified man exposed himself to li- Thursday: 4- 12-01
brary patrons and proceeded to
Considerable damage was done
fondle himself.CPS wascalled,but to Bellarmine Hall's fifth floor.
the man left before they arrived. A Damaged items included restroom
crime alert wasissued.
stall dividers,several wall tiles,elevatordoorsand thehallway around
False fllarm
the restroomandelevators. Anyone
with information should contact
Thursday: 4-19-01
CPS.
An unknownindividualpulled a
fire alarm in Campion Tower at 3
a.m. CPS and the SeattleFire DeField of Dreams
partment responded, and the alarm Thursday: 4-19-01
was reset.
CPS was alerted to anindividual
The culprit also broke the pull who was tearingflowers fromplants
box containing the alarm, which and hitting them with a wiffel bat.
was repaired. Anyone with inforThe incident took place on 10th
mation about this case should call and E. Marion on the upper mall.
Thelow-budget A-Rod apologized
CPS at 296-5990.

and offered to clean up the mess, reported his vehicle missing at 8
which is exactly what he did.
p.m.
The victimlast saw hisvehicle in
Mr. Happy Hands
the Broadway and E. Columbia
strikes again
Garage at 10 a.m. that morning.
Friday: 4-20-01
SPD is investigating the theft.
patrons
Library
Lemiuex
were
again treated to the sight of aman
Hot Hir
Saturday: 4-21-01
going to town on himself.
CPSarrived to find out that
TwoCampion Towerfire alarms
' it was
the sameman from Monday s exhi- were tripped this afternoon.
bition.He was removed from camThis time, the culprits were hepusandhiscaseisinthehands (pun lium balloons and other equipment
intended) of SPD.
being used in a special event and
not mischievous persons.
The fire system was reset. The
fluto Theft
only question that remains is how
Saturday: 4-21-01
can helium balloons set off fire
A campus community member alarms?

FTAA: students join protest at the border
From pageone

whoare significantlydisadvantaged streammediathanthousandsofcitihuman rights.
"The past has shown that U.S.- Ec:onomically and politically."
zens expressing their opinions in a
are
based
are
by
companies
eager
backsof workers who forced
to exThis protest didn'treceive much nonviolent manner," McCarthy
circumstance to work inpoorlabor ploit the poverty of the people in mtainstream media attention and said.
conditions.
"The FTAA wouldexacerbatethe
sweatshopproblems we havebeen
discussing here at SU. It wouldremove barriers to trade without deat
mandingrespect forthe rights ofall
molly McCarthy Alumna 2001
workers,"McCarthy said.
McCarthy andRusserthave both
been working to include SU in the
WorkersRights Consortiumandban developing nations," McCarthy RussertandMcCarthy weren'tsurMcCarthy thought that the demto see corporateprofit built on the

"The FTAA would exacerbate the sweatshop problems we
have been discussing here SU."

goods made in sweatshops from
campus. McCarthy says the FTAA
is directly linked to this issue of

said. "By removing trade barriers, prised.
onstrationand blockadeoftheborare
der
should have made local headgas
only
make
it
'Tear
and
rubber
bullets
corporawe
easier for
tions to take advantage of those apparently moreinterestingtomain- lines.

Russertreflected that this protest
was like most of the events that

happenedsurrounding the WTOin
Seattle and the IMF/World Bank
protestsin Prague. It waspeaceful.
"It wasa commonground for the
coalition of labor, environmental
and human rights groups to come
togetherand voice their opposition
to the continuing fallacy of Globalization asa 'Democratic liberator,'"
Russert said.
The countries involved in the
FTAA(every country fromCanada
to Argentina minus Cu9a) decided
to proceed with the FTAA as

planned.

Logan: beloved Jesuit leaves SU community to wind down
From page one

FatherLogan,University Chancel-

formerstudents and fellow Jesuits.
Duringashort programhonoring

lor Father William Sullivan, SJ,
describedhim as the "goldenthread

The Spectator is now
accepting applications
for

Editor-in-Chief
Ifyou're interested in journalism,writing,
editing, setting budgets and administration,
submit a cover letter, resume, at least 5 clips
and three references to:
Nancy Gerou
Assistant VicePresident ofStudent Development
900Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122

The deadline is
Thursday, May 3
Call (206) 296-6060 for more information

through Seattle University and Seattle College." Waving his cane
and pointing toward Father
Logan's own
gray cane, Father Sullivan
jokedthatheadmiresFather Logan so much,
he's begun to
imitate him
The roomwas

in theLemieux Library relayedthe
Amidst the jokes and laughter.
challengesshehas faced as a librar- Father Logan satcomfortably inhis
chair,soakingup the stories
of his past. Whenherose to
addressthe crowd,he spoke
of apriest in Spokane whois
102-years-old. With his
usual sense of humor,here"what does the fure hold for me?" Father
Logan willcelebrate his 100
birthday next October.
Although he misses the
J community. Father Logan stated that the Jesuit Infirmary is exactly wherehe
shouldbe. Thenurses at the
infirmary even purchased a
subscription to the Seattle
Post-IntelligencerforFather
Logan to read.

S:cted,

»

full of stories
aboutFatherLogan. Ida Bra
met Father Logan when h
ministeredtohe

parish
i
Lynwood 3
years ago. He
husband Ccci
bowled withFa
ther Logan fo
many years. Joe
Robinson '64
was part of th
Hiyu Coolee
when he at
tended SU
With the helpo
other alumni, Father Francis Logan, SJ greets oldfriends

"I will remember all of

youin my morningprayers,"
Father Logan said. "And if
you send a letter, you'll always geta response."
Betty Smith, who cameto
SeattleCollege in 1938 and
on staff at SU
inded the audience of a

feu^rently

time at SU when "without
even asking their permisat his farewell sion, the Jesuitsbecame our
Robinsonput to- reception last Thursday afternoon.
extended family."
Her voice beginning to
gether a scrapbook for Father Logan filled with ian finding books forFather Logan. crack over the microphone. Smith
pictures and mementos of the hik- "He reads Maupassant in French, looked toward Father Logan and
ing club's many trips around the CiceroinLatinand Borges in Span- said,"Yourextended family willbe
forevergratefulfor yourfriendship."
Seattlearea. JillMoerk, who works ish," she joked.

"
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Fulbright: second grantfor law professor to study in Spain
From Pageone

stated. "This could be due to the
dictates of the European
commission."
Inadditiontohis research,McGee
willgivelectures at theUniversidad
Madrid and the Universidad
Nacional deEducacion a Distancia,
both inSpain. He is fluent in Spanishand can understand Portuguese,
whichenables him tocommunicate
better whileconducting hisstudies.
The UnitedStates Departmentof
State, Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs sponsors the
Fulbright Program. It was created
in 1945 by Arkansas Senator William Fulbright who strongly promoted a mutual understandingbe-

Applicants eligible for the municate with people in different
Awards must be well qualified. A countries.
Ph.D. or equivalent professional/
Board members of the program
terminaldegreeisnecessary, as well widely stress that applications are
as college or university teaching reviewed without regard to race,
experience at the level and in the color, religion, sex, age, national
field of the proposed lecturing ac- originand/or physical impairment.
tivity.
Grantsare givenout for a number
The foreignlanguageproficiency of reasons.Theprogramrecognizes
is different foreach awarddescrip- U.S. citizens and nationals of other
tion except in certain world areas countries for a variety of educaandcountries whereEnglish is usu- tional activities,primarily univerally sufficient for lecturing. None- sity lecturing, advanced research,
theless, the ability to speak foreign

languages is seriously taken into
consideration when choosing a
Fulbright Scholar. Thisis very important because the program sends
thousandsof teachers and students

tweenthepeopleoftheUnitedStates

Fulbright Award to Spain in 1982.

acceptable.

He had been studying therelationship betweenMexico and theUnited
States at the University ofCalifornia, Los Angeles and had previously made numerous trips to Brazil. With his research on both
Mexico and Brazil, McGee felt fa-

Despite the fact that it is rare for
a person to receive more than one
Fulbright award in his lifetime,

miliar withaspectsofLatin America
and welcomedthe new opportunity
with open arms.
Although McGee willbe returning toSpain to conducthis research,
graduate study and teaching in el- he thinks that his work will be less
difficultthan whenhe wasfirst there
ementary and secondary schools.
There are also a numberofdiffer- in 1982. His focus has changed
ent exchangeprograms besides the immensely,and he believes it will
U.S.Fulbright Scholar Programthat be easier to research the impact of
allow teachers, as well as students, the EU on Spanish environmental
tostudyabroad and many thatbring law because this analogy could be

McGee stresses the importance of
whatreceivingtheawardsays about

SU.
"It is important to recognize my
own scholarship as an increasingly
important part of SU as a research
institution," McGee said.
"Deansboth on the undergraduate level and in the graduate programs have emphasized the interactiveroleof teaching andresearch.
Itis impossible tohave a successful
university that doesn't equally
weightteaching andresearch capabilities," McGee said.

"A good teacher is constantly
abroad each year. Many highly
and thepeopleofothercountries alI qualified individuals arelookedover other scholars to the UnitedStates. usedwith anyofthe Europeancoun- learning and outside research only
over the world.
because they lack the skill to comMcGee received his first tries and the data will be easily reinforms whatyou do in class."

Quadstock looms Outreach builds character
LISA THOMPSON
Staff Reporter

These outreach projects are not
simply day long information sessions, but they are five to six week
programs in which students work
Seattle University's Institute of with and teach children and other
Character Development(ICD) is a communitymembersabout thefour
fairly old, but often overlooked re- happiness levels and self gratificasource for students.
tion.
ICD is unique in that it offers
Students do their outreach at a
studentstheopportunity totake what variety of organizations. Among
theylearn in the classroom and ap- them are ODea High School,
ply it to the real world.
Meany Middle School, The
During the Fall Quarter ofevery Wallingford Boys and Girls Club

Erin Robinson / photo Editor

FreshmanRepresentativeScan O'Neillawaits the announcementfor this
year'sQuadstock lineup with Junior RepresentativeAbiJones.SaveFerris
will headline the well-lovedevent. Battle of the Bands champions,Nujf
Sed,will openalong withThePinehurstKidsandShawn andtheFoundation.

—
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and localCatholicand nondenominational youth groups and organizations.
Where a student does their outreached is decided on where they
feel they willdo the most good and
best fit in.
Not only does the class give students thechance to teach others,but
it also gives them a chance to ex-

plore themselves.
"Ientered theclass duringa tough
"This is a unique class; it has a period. It helpedme figure out who
requirement beyond the quarter," Iwas and whatIwanted todo with
said Dan Doyle, Director of ICD.
was able tofigure
my life.Because I
I
was
I
was able to help
[the
students]
have a re- out who
"They
that,"
people
junior Mary
do
sponsibility to do two outreach other
projects to teach what they learned Newman, a graduate of the course
during the Winter and Spring quar- said.
The ICD class is run by Doyle,
ters."
ter and Spring quarters.

A specialceremony formally blessing thenew Mariansculpture in
theChapel ofSt.Ignatius willbeheldThursday, April26 at7:30p.m.
in the Chapel. A reception in the Paccar Atrium will follow.
*Theartist,SteveHeilmer,anassociate professor of artatGreenville
college in Illinois, will not be present for the occasion.

HBLtfUB

year, ICD offers an interdisciplinary course. The course, which
focuses on Plato's Four Levels of
Happiness, requires that the students examine themselves in relationship to what they are learning.
Unlike other classes, whichend
at the end of the quarter, the students in this course arerequired to
go on a retreat in January and do
two outreachprojectsduring Win-

however,a goodportionof theclass
is developedby a five person advi-

sory boardmade upofformer graduates

Even after students have completed the course and the outreach
many students tend to stay on as
volunteers.In the past, manyof the
program'sgraduates took the class
during their senior year and were

therefore unable to volunteer their
time to the program after graduation. However, according to
Newman, a/soa memberoftheICD
advisory board, many sophomores
and juniors are now taking the
course;andmany of them volunteer
their time to the programafter they

complete it.
TheICD was foundedabouteight
ago by SU English Professor Dr.
Andrew Tadie and formerSU professor Father Robert Spitzer, SJ.
The program was funded by the

Murdock grant.Originally, theICD
course lasted three quarters, but in
1997, it changed to a one-class
course, which required students to
do weekly outreaches.
ICD is currently part of the SU
English department, but it fulfills
interdisciplinary credits. It is still
funded by theMurdock grant.

__Flree.

Business
School
Seminar
Wednesday, May 2
7:00 PM 9:00 PM
University of Washington
Marygates Hall Auditorium
■

Featuring Ben Baron, former Assistant Director of Admissions. HarvardBusiness School.
Learn strategies to help you navigate the business school admissions process from an expert.
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Editorial
Spectator Survey
to address
ongoing issues
Next week, The Spectator will distribute a survey across
campus. Thepurpose of this survey is two-fold.
Our first goal is to find out about our readers' likes and
dislikes.Inour continuingeffort to improve the quality of The
Spectator, we want to hear your opinions on which pages,
sections and columns you enjoy the most. The survey will
alsoask for yourinput onwhat direction TheSpectator should
head in the future: more on-campus news,more CapitalHill
news, etc. Your comments on how to improve The Spectator
are important and will be takenseriously.
The second reason for our survey is to demonstrate the
impact and importance of The Spectator to theSU administration. We hope this survey will show that there is student,
faculty and staff interest in The Spectator andthat we should
continue to grow. Currently, the administration provides
enough funding for less than one third of The Spectator's
operating budget. The rest of our operating budget comes
from advertisements, and there is little left over for new
computer and photo equipment.
The Spectator has struggled to modernize over thepast few
years through thepurchase of a digital camera, photonegative scanner and flatbed scanner. Through these purchases,
we havebeenable tosavehundreds of dollars a yearinphoto

The vicious circle of
protests: media, cops,
kids and government

processingcosts.
Although we have taken some steps toward becoming a
modern,digital newsroom by ourselves,The Spectator needs
increased funding from the administration to achieve this

SONIA
Ruiz

goal.

In addition,The Spectator is currently not included in the
new Student Center opening in the Fall of 2002. While the
new building will be a hub of campus activity, The Spectator
will remain in its current location in the basement of the
Student Union Building. The newspaper will be physically
separated from the center of campus.
We hope that The Spectator will continue to serve the
campus community for years to come, improving inquality
as timemoves forward. We look forward tohearing from the

campus community.

thattherebetter be a showoryou'11
have some dissapointed five
o'clock news viewers.
Half the people clogging up
downtownSeattle last year were
not there for the duty they felt to
third-worldcountries, but to get a
front-row seat to all the gory ac-

Copy Editor
How do youknow when a riot is ties?" As soon as you begin to ask
going to breakout?There arepo- questions like these, you've allice already there when you show ready opened the door for every
up. They are dressed in riot gear, gas-masked freedom fighter to
holding pepper spray and rubber take the next VW bus to your city
to raise somehell.
bullet guns.
Nobody wants to sit around
You know there's going to be
some action when the news trav- making grass bracelets in front of
els across the country to gather the library that's banning Go Ask
information on the last riot that Alice. They want to be on the

tion.N3O was thebestlive performance sinceEddie Vedder jumped
fromtherafters at TheMoore Theater. Who wouldn't want to have

been down there?
And now that so many people
are awareof what could happen in
Quebec City, what all the fuss is
about, are people going to stay
home and watch the action pass
them by again?

The Spectator EditorialBoard consists of Katie Ching and
Jim Rennie. Signedcommentaries reflect the opinions ofthe
AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF
attle

THE SPECTATOR , Se-

University or its student body.

treating students like animals,
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you better expect

them to act like animals. and they do.
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occurred, in preparation of an
event their own city will soon be

"front line," doingbattle against,
Or rather, are people going to
"the Man." They want to be taking want to make their statementbigdownpolicebadge numbers while gerandbetter than thoseSeattlites

hosting.
How do you know there is go- getting shot in the neck with an
ing to be a peaceful, meaningful inch-longrubber bullet.These are
exercise of First Amendment the good times! These are events
rights? When the media and na- thatmakepeople feel better about
tionaland local securitydon'tpay after they'vepurchased their first
SUV in five years.
any attention to the event.
Every social media pundit is
As soon as a city begins to pretrying todiscern "what went wrong pare for the worst, they should
inSeattle?" Everyone would like expect something twice as horto know how to keep riots from rible. If Iordered 50 or so riotbreaking out in their cities when gearedpolice officers to stand in
they host the next summit-for-hu- front of a government building
man-rights-squashing. So they andnot expect any action Ishould
send out some reporters and re- alsoexpect to bemayorofSeattle
searchers, and they begin to ask some day.
However,once themedia runs a
questions like, "why did things
get so out of hand?" and, "how story about the worries of "ancan wekeeppeopleunder control other Seattle," and begins to ask
and prevent the masses from people what Quebec City should
enciting riots in our communi- expect, that signals to everyone

The Spectator " April 26, 2001

who didn't even bother to leave

their Nikes

at home

before they

ripped off the "O" at Niketown?

When you put bars on windows
in public schools, treating students
like animals, you better expect
them to act like animals. And they
do. "
When a hulkingfigure of a police officer looks onto a protest
with intimidation, the city better
expect someone to react.
So how do you prevent a riot
fromcoming to your town?Don't
even ask the question.
Sonia Ruiz is a senior majoring
infinance. Here-mailaddressis
srplus2@ seattleu.edu.
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Maybe unlocking all of our brains' hidden
potential isn't the best idea we've ever had
Austin
Burton
Spectator Columnist
Opinions are like foreheads.
Everyone has one.Iremembered
that proverb(the real version of
which actually refers to a more
southern part of the body) as I
was trying to think of something
to writeabout this week. People
tell me I'm an opinionated person,but my opinionated brain was
unable to muster up one idea
worthy of 700 words.
Through this Ilearned that just
having an opinion isn't enough,
as everyone has one. My baby
cousinhas opinions about what's
going on in the news. And while
hers may leanmore toward"This
"
is boring; turn to Blue's Clues,
it's no more right, wrongor interesting than mine.
At a loss for ideas, somehow I
ended up thinking about why I
couldn't think (as much sense as
that makes), and through that I
recalled the theory that humans
use only 10percent of theirbrains.
That's when Igot curious.
I first heard the Ten Percent
Theory(myownname for it)quite
a while ago, and I always had
some questions about it.First of
all, is this just a theory or is it
fact? My assumption was that it
is fact, given the technological

has to have figured out how much

of the brain humans use.
So assumingit'strue that weuse

only 10 percent, what does that
really mean?Is thatthe percentage

of our brain that is reserved for
thinking? Or are weusing only 10
percentof what we could be using
to think? As Ityped those quesjust realizedhow confusing
tionsI
they sound, so now Isee why I
couldn't get a clear answer.
Anyway, I
went to my
formerphilosophy professor,
since he's just

about the smartest person I
know.
We
talked about it
for a short

plete" history course, whereevery
person wouldbecoveredindividuurinals as it is.
people
complain
Often
about ally and no generalizations made.
they
how their headhurts if
think But the fact that we need to artoohard. But if you could unlock rangeeverything as simply as posthe other 90 percentof your brain sible shows how humans econothat'sbeingunused, woulditmake mize what wehave to think about.
the headaches better or worse? There just isn't enough space in
On onehand youhave moreroom our heads to keep track of everyto "store" things away in your thing.
head,but on the other youhave an
Some of the people whoare reoverflowing current of new garded as intellectually superior
thoughts andideas to store away. have been a little peculiar. Guys
About the only beneficiaries of likeEinstein andShakespeare, who
this new state of mind would be some would argue may have been
Excedrin stockholders.
able to penetrate that unused 90
We try to simplify things percent, may not have been better
enough already that bombarding off for all theircranial acumen.
ourheads with more thoughts and
It's well known that along with
ideas might be hazardous to our his scientific accomplishments,
health.Look in yourhistory book, Albert Einstein was often dishevand you'll see eled, refused to wear socks and
that periods married his cousin.
covering thouShakespeare also had his share
of
"what the hell were you thinktap into the
are put into ing?" moments, such as when the

robiology books, which Ilooked
to have no business carrying.
Professor Socks did tell me,
though, thattheTenPercent theory
is just that. Although it is a "very
plausible" theory, no one has
provedit just yet.
Icracked open Cognitive Neuroscienceto look for the details of
the theory and gave up on after a
few minutes. Ihad noidea where
to start, seeing as there wasn't a
section called "The Ten Percent
Theory."
But one sentence in the book
stuck with me. "During most of
history,"
it
. said,
"humans were too busy to think
about thought."
Which goes to show that it's
probably a good thing if weonly

If humans were able to
other 90 percent of our mental
capacity, the results could be more
frightening

while, but he

admittedthat he

(206) 296-6474
Fax :(206) 296-

theory of institutionalization.It

itselfis only 225-years-old,butif
someone tried to say that all
Americans thought a certainway,
then we'dbe ready to argue.
But what do you hear in your
history class? "In the Middle
Ages, the people believed that
..." Or, "The Romantics viewed
God as ..." Now these are eras
spanning 10 times that of our
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research, Jmight writea book on it
one day.

Iwonder whatit'dbelike to be
in prison for 40 or 50 years, as 1
wonder what it wouldbe like to
use all of the brain that I
possibly

could.
But I'm in no rush to find out.

country's existence, yet they're
Austin Burton is a freshman
categorized in simple terms.
Mind you, this doesn't makeus majoring in journalism. His eaddress
is
horriblehistory scholars. I'm not mail
looking forward to any "com- burtona 1©seattleu.edu.

'(/

Wm

471

18-year-old Bard married a 42-

-year-old woman with six kids.
All things considered, the Ten
Percent Theory is similar to the

and Romanti- sounds interesting, and with 300
cism. America blank pages and enough time lo

TELEPHONE:

Assignment Desk:

one-name cat-

egories, i.e.

than enlightening.

didn't know a whole lot about it. use 10 percent of our brain. If
He referred me to the psychology humans were able to tap into the
department, where Ishouldaskthe other 90 percent of our mental
capacity,theresultscouldbe more
"brain person."
There 1 talked to another profes- frightening than enlightening.
You thinkyou're forgetfulnow?
sor, where Ilearned two things.
One, some people only wear their Suppose you hadnine times more
socks in the office; and two, this things to think about. With so
topic wasa lot more complex than much moreon your mindanniverIthought. Ileft Professor Socks' saries,appointments and even the
and scientific advances that have office with a 20-pound load of streets in your owncity may be as
been made over time.
books. And to be honest, Ikind of monumental to your mind as the
liked walking around campuslug- number of times youclippedyour
somebody
figI mean if
has
make
my Biological Psychology, toenails last month. Most of the
good
ging
ured out how to
water
enough to pay for, then someone CognitiveNeuroscience and Neu- guys on my floor have enough

Newsroom:

trouble remembering to flush the

ADDRESS:
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The Spectator welcomes Letters to the
Editor.
Letters should be
typed and submitted
no later thanthe Monday before publication.
All letters must include the author's
name and daytime
phone number for
verification purposes.
Letters may be
mailed to:The Spectator,900 Broadway, Seattle WA, 98122, emailed to: spectator @
seattleu.edu or submittedinperson to The
Spectator's offices in
the lower SUB.
If you're interested
in writingfor TheSpectator, please come to
our staff meetings,
Wednesdays at Bp.m.

http://www.seattleu.edu/student/spec/
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BENEFIT CONCERT STARTING AVEO
SEAN REID

Staff Reporter
TheStudentUnion Buildingbasement throbbed withominous vibra-

tions this past Saturday night, a
little after9:30 p.m. The area,with
its plush couches and windowless
setting, is normally a silent haven
for the lethargic, but during this
evening,theSUBbasementshowed
signs of life as it played host to a
benefit concert.
The concert was a fundraising
for KSUB, the Seattle Unisity radio station, with local See band. AVEO,headlining. Also

(:nt

ying at the show were DJ Nate

andindie rockband,Pirex.All three

performed for free at thelate night
event in support of gathering proceeds for KSUB.
First up wasDJNate,an independentsound mixerandresidentfreshman at SU. DJ Nate first provided
some soft rhythms, reminiscent of
late 80s mellow music. He graduallybuiltup in tempoon his sounds,

andhepulled off adecent show.His
performance could have benefited
more with some dramatic, moving
lighting, but the basement was not
equippedforsuchfeatures.His show
also experienced some noticeable
speakerproblemsin mid-swing and
no one at the show seemed to be
encouragedto dance or sway with
the beats he was turning out.
Next was Pirex, a local band
which garnered third place in the
SEAC Battle ofthe Bands this past
February. Throughout the evening
thegroup had a very solidensemble
instrumental sound. Pirex made a
decent showing, and it could be
evensaid"theyrocked" (tritephrase
that it is)if only it was not for one
important element.
This critical inconsistency was
Pirex's lead singer, Jennifer Page.
Page's vocals werecaustic and disharmonic to theoverallsoundof the
band, with lyrics being not only
raspy, but unintelligible. The solo
by the drummer was more goofy
thaninspiring, andPirex gave them-

selves a final shotin the foot by
simply running too long.

The whole mood of the night
changed, though, when AVEO
stepped in to play. Just by looking at the lead guitarist's two
beautiful instruments, one can
easily surmise that thisis a band
with class. AVEO stood in front
of a large sitting crowd and
played in a near professional
manner, with a distinct bass
soundand arush-inducing drum
rhythm. The band was clearly
the highlight of the show, and
for good reason.
Moneygained fromticketsand
food sold at the show will go iDJNate mixes music at the KSUB Benefit Concert last Saturdaynight.
toward a plan operators of the
station have in mind for getting a The signal, however, couldonly be attle," Bryan Bingold, co-station
wider listening base. KSUB is in- gained from on-campus terminals. manager, said. Bingoldcommented
tent onsecuringcomputersandother KSUB hopes to raise enough mon- that he was not sure if funds from
equipment tobroadcast astreaming ey from this event and upcoming the event would be enough for
signal through theSUethernet sys- ones tohave the project in placeby KSUB to reach its goal,but added
tem.
that the station will continue to ofa year or two.
"People don't know that KSUB fer a venue for rising bands.
This wouldallow thosestudents
KSUB also plans to hold a
connected to the SU network to really has its finger on the pulse of
listen to KSUB at any timeon-line. local, up and coming bands in Se- fundraisingbarbecuelaterthisMay.

Soundbridge: a new way to experience cCassicaC music
Jim Rennie
Editor
Opinion

Tucked away in a small corner
ofBenaroyaHall on2ndandUnion
indowntownSeattle,Soundbridge,

subtitled the "Seattle Symphony
Musical Discovery Center,"
opened to the publiclast week.
According to the Seattle Symphony, thepurposeof thenew center is to: "[offer] everyone the opportunity to build a lifelong rela-

tionship with symphonic music as

webring the music to life," through rolein the symphony. Almostallof
education of the public.
the exhibits are interactive, either
The main method of this through simple push-button or
Soundbridgeeducation ishigh-tech, touch-screen interfaces, and they
interactive exhibits. The exhibits all look and sound great.
My favorite exhibitallowed the
include video interviews with Seattle Symphony's composer, con- visitor to comparehow four differductor and musicians. The inter- ent conductorsapproachedthesame
views cover what the artist's job piece,Beethoven's sth Symphony.
entails, the challenges and rewards The differences between the four
of working at the symphony and recordings were striking, even to

tips for amateurmusicians.

meets the eye.

A classical music lover could
spend all afternoon at the listening
bar,browsing through rare recordings by famous and lesser-known
composers. Newcomers to classical music will enjoy exploring the
rejoice
"Listening
at the
Bar." hundreds of pieces as a musical
may
provides
a half-dozen time line, which allows the listener
The Bar
stations,
listening
where to hear the evolutionof the artform
two-person
thereare currently 500different full- from the 1400s to today.
lengthpieces of music on tap. That

There are hands-on examples of

Theexhibitsalsoprovideaprimer room for variation and experimen- number willsoon moveup to 1,000
onthedifferentinstruments andtheir tation in classical music than first within a month or two and 2,000

See Soundbridge on page 7

my untrained ear. There's more

you know that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

[crush it]. —

you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire
skills that'll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your

career. Apply today at the Army ROTC department, with no
obligation. Before that voice tells you to take a vacation.

PHOTO COURTESY SOUNDBRIDGE

Soundbridge features manyinteractive exhibits

t^wj

Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where

ARMY ROTC

soon after that.

Classical music aficionados will
have little interest in the exhibits,
which cover only the most basic
information on musical performance,mechanicsand theory.However, the more advanced listener
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Unlike any other college course you can take.

2 Year Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.
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A.A. Lemieux Library
Research Paper Clinics

BKjl
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TheLemieuxLibrary ReferenceDepartment will
offerResearch Paper Clinics

April 23 -May 18, 2001.
Librarians willgiveindividualized assistance in:
■
Definingyour research topic
■
Developingsearch strategies
■
Utilizing online printing resources.
Sign up at the Reference Desk, 2nd Floor,
Lemieux Library, with a topic in mind.

We can help.
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Corelli's' Mandolin a beguiling: tale of love and war

7

RonHunter
Staff Reporter

old,

Offtheshelfcomesanother World
War IIclassic. But hold on,it's not
your typical warnovel;it's an eclecof everyday life during a
of war.Trust me. Thisone will
2 an indelible mark on your

tiece
mind.

tVho

wouldhave everimagined,
idst the destruction of their city,
the annihilation of their people and
the forced occupation of foreign
troops on their soil, that peoplestill
have a strong urge for love. Well,
Louis DeBernieres tells it all in his
enthralling, though poignant and
inventive novel, Corelli 's Mandolin.
Fiction,Isuppose,may very well
beDeBernieres' passion. Afterserving four disastrous months in the
British army, he left England for
Columbia where he found employment as a part-time teacher and a

—
Bwboylaterin the evenings.Columbia
is onlya

transitioninhis life he
return to England.

would
Back in England, he found his

qualifications were merely satisfactory, limiting him to such jobs as
man at a mental hospital
latermechanic at an auto repair

funds

But writing awaited him. And
after three mediocre novels, De
Bernieres isnow a welcomed guest
in the circles of Britain's literati.
Afterall,his book, though fouryears

is still queued in the
bestseller listing. Moreover,
Corelli's Mandolin has won
the Commonwealth Writer's
Award for Novel of the Year.
Irrespective ofall the awards
this novel has already earned,
Ido recommend that future
readers grab a lattd and get
comfortablebefore immersing
themselves inthis masterpiece.
Someof the earlierchapters I
find somewhat of an ascending meander.Though,with the
aidof caffeine, onecan easily
getover the hump. I
guarantee
youit thenbecomes a struggle
to exhume yourself from thi
5x7 stack of bonded paper.
Iknow many readers have
had enough of war novels
Some of you even find such
books unpalatable, but Ican
assure you this one is filled
withgoodromance,humorand jeal- the front to save Greece and
ousy. Much of the war never even Cephallonia.
madeit to thenovel. De Bernieres
Pelagia, abeautifulCephallonian,
uses his imagination so vividly that daughter of the only doctor on the
Ifind myself, at times,neutral,not island, falls in love with a local
quite sure who the enemyreally is. fisherman, Mandras.
When the novel begins, World
Yet despite Mandras being a naWar IIis already in full swing and tiveof the island,and despite being
an Italian platoon has been sum- a hardworkerandinstigator ofopmoned toinvadetheromantic Greek timism,hereceives alukewarm reIsland of Cephallonia, known for ception from Pelagia's father.
Innormal times,onewouldnever
itsMediterranean climate,itsbeautiful women and its abundance of see the daughter of a doctor dating
domesticated goats. As itis a time a local fisherman; Mandras waspaof war, you can sense the sparse- rochial to the doctor's standards.
ness ofyoungmen, as theyareoff to But these are anomalous timesand

one has to make due with what
is available.
Shortly after his surprising
engagement to his Greek goddess, Mandras impresses her
evenfurther by announcinghis
departure to go to the front to
defend the island.
Pelagia, lonesome and desperate for attention, breaks off
her engagement with Mandras

Needless

to say, dating

the en-

emy does not look good and
Pelagia's name is dragged about
and uttered with scorn in every
circle.Itisan unforgivable sin, limiting herrelationship withCorelli to
nothing more than a mere assignation. And in time, Pelagia's father,

who dislikes the arrangement himself, ceases from being so patriotic

and surrenders to his daughter's
after writing a seriesof letters wishes.
with no reply.
But what would happen when
Livingin a curfew-state and Mandras returns home to find his
yearning for love and affec- fiancee in the arms of one of the
tion, she falls in love with one very same people he was fighting?
ofher captors, acharmingItalWhile Pelagia was acquainting
iancaptain. His name is Anto- herself withhernewfound love,little
nio Corelli, a handsome sol- did she know Corelli had a secret
dier caught between the perplexity of right and wrong.
Billeted toPelagia's father's
house, they both grow accus-

tomed to each other. But insteadof growing on eachotherlike
abrother and sister might, they become lovers. Yet Corelli, who
speaks no Greek and is ignorant of
Greek culture, is more than satis-

admirer,CarloPieroGuercio.Carlo

joins the Italian army for various
reasons,one of which is to find a
suitable man. Carlo meets Corelli
while relieving himself in the army
latrine.Sufficeit tosay thatitis love
at first sight. Carlo would do anything for Corelli.

factory to fill Mandras' shoes.
Though he is a member of an
Italian garrison, Corelli bares no
resemblance to a soldier. He is
passionate, comical and a harmoni—
ous musician he plays the mandolin. He is an invader by profession,but he also knows what strings
to play to invade Pelagia's heart.

The story has a strange ending
that baffles me. Itappearsas though
this book was partially written and
then completed at a later time. I
think most readers will agree with
me. This,book is definitely worth
the time it takes to readit. But for
those of you who are pressed for
time, but longing for a good story
with creativity and beguilement, I
have good news! The movie,

Captive to thecaptain's charm, she
buries herpast with Mandras.

Corelli'sMandolin,opensthis summer at a theatrenear you.
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY SUENAEF SCHOLARS
PRESENT

2001 LAST LECTURE
NOREGISTRATION,NO TUITION,NO SYLLABUS, NO EXAMS,
JUST PASSIONATECONVICTIONS

SISTER ROSALEEN
TRAINOR, CJSP
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY

"BECOMING OUR DESIRES"
7:30 P.M. TUESDAY, MAY IST
SCHAEFER AUDITORIUM
LEMIEUX LIBRARY

texperience andeducation
classes
popularsymphonic
the
instruments t to help them along. The classes
as well. Igot to try my hand at < areforchildren frominfantthrough
playing the cello,anditturned out |preschool age, with special proIwasn't sobad at it.Well, Iwas jgrams available for grade school
better than King s's Evening < classes. There is also a free proMagazinehost, John Curiey, who jgram called "Musical Storytime"
happened to be there at the same Ifor young children at 11:15 a.m.
timeshootinga spot for his show. < daily. Older school kids, such as
Ican honestly say that the man imiddle and high school music
eitherhas no musicaltalent or very < classes, can schedule visits to Sepoor hand-eyecoordination.
iattleSymphony rehearsalsthrough
'
Soundbridge
In many ways,
is Soundbridge.
The difficult thing about going
like a cousin to the larger, bolder
to
aspire
EMP.Both facilities
edu- Ito Soundbridge,or alive classical
cateandentertain the public about imusic performance for that matmusic appreciation and history. 1 ter, is that it takes a real effort to
Also like the EMP, the entryprice jget the mostout ofyour visit. You
for Soundbridge seemsa bit steep: Ihave to take the time to read and
$7 for adults and $5 for children, iunderstand some history and
It's obvious that the Seattle Sym- Itheory before you can appreciate
phony has to pay forall that state- < what the Symphony is all about.
of-the-art equipment used in the !Soundbridge is not a place to go if
exhibits, but it's not quite clear ;you want tosit andbe entertained.
that you get your moneys worth. ]It is a place to go if you want to
AsI
alluded to before, the place work at educating yourself.
is pretty small. Two thousand
Ithink the best way to get the
most
outofyourSoundbridge visit
feet,
to be exact. But 1think i
square
'
space
abouthalfof that
consistsof wouldbe to couple itwithattendsmall,
room, iing a symphony performance.
performance
a
empty
bathrooms and the front desk. I Take a friend ordate onan houror
have a friend whose studio apart- :so to visit Soundbridge,then head
mentisbigger than Soundbridge.I < out to dinner at a nice downtown
wasthere in the mid-morning, and irestaurant before returning to
onlyaboutsixother patronsshared 1Benaroya Hall for an evening at
thespace withmeat thesame time, Ithe symphony. Or you could just
so I
had no difficulty in enjoying istay home, microwave some
the displays. Ihave a feeling that iramen androt yourbrainwith some
the exhibits would become quite 1MTV. It's your call.
Soundbridge is open Tuesday
cramped with 15 to 20 people or
more trying to use them at once. IthroughSunday, 10 a.m. to6 p.m.
Since young people aren't too You can visit the Soundbridge
intoexploringclassicalmusic these website at www.soundbridgs.org
days, Soundbridge offers music 1 for more information.
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\ Tired of perusing the massive, impersonal aisles of Barnes &
!
'Noble? Here's a quick tour of some of Seattle's best indie

bookstores...but you don't have to take our word for it!
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Seattle's diverse Capitol Hill neighborhood is
home to Seattle's primary gay and lesbian book
store. For the last 13 years, Beyond the Closet
Bookstorehasserved the gay,lesbian,bisexualand
transgendercommunity from theirlocationon Pike
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on nearly every religion out of the mainstream.
Anderson welcomes everyone, even those who

he wysmi^t
sc«y.
that it's
them,"
"I'll be nice to
he said.
Along with books, the store carries candles, incense, oils and magickal supplies.
There are tarot card readings five days a week,
p.m.. and Whimsy on Fridays
' from 4to 7 p.m. and
weekends from 2 p.m. on.
Open from noon to <-) p.m. seven days a week,
Edge of the Circle also hosts the Aquarian Tabernacle Wiccan Church each Wednesday evening.

plusothergroupsandclassesthroughoutthemonth.
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www.edgeofthecircle.com.
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Edge of the Circle has been around since 1992,
but they moved into their current location at Pike
and Boylston in the beginning of 1994.
Robert Anderson is president ofFuntimeInc.,the
company that owns the store. He bought it in May
of 1995.
Anderson describes the store as a resource for
information on paganism andthe occult.
With bo°k* on topics from Western African
religions and ceremonial magick to Celtic and
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Lovers ofpoetry have always had to contend with
being bullied around in bookstores by more flashy
genres like Jewish/erotica/automotive/fiction.Often the poetry section will be shoved in a small
corner of the back of a store, so undervalued and
under-appreciated.
lowever there is hope for the local poetry lover.
It seems that Seattle and Cambridge Mass. have
more in common other than great universities. The
two are the only knowncities to have "poetry-only"
bookstores. While theGrolier Poetry Book Shop in
Cambridge has been around for almost as long as
'
Fn Logan has' Seattle s own °P en Books has onl>'
set up shop for the past six years.
Six years exactly this Saturday in fact,according
to founder and owner John W.Marshall.
Jolin W Marslia started Open Books: A Poem
Emporium with ChristineDeavel in 1995, dedicatm& Qir sPace on North 45lh for complete poetry
works, chapbooks, books on writing poetry and
spoken word tapes.
Walking into Open Booksis like treadinglightly
through a cloud. It is finished with bright white
wallsandquotes onpoetry andliteratureare painted
around the store. There is space on their wall for
events, readings and workshops to clutter together,
helping the novice poet find others to read their
latest sonnets to.
All the classic collections of poetry are in stock
such as themany A.R Ammons volumes,allof City
Lights' Ginsberg mini-books, Slam poetry guides
and classical poetry.
Mostimportantly,OpenBookscarries the largest
selection of local chapbooks and poetry-zincs.
Open Books is a must for any reader of poetry
who can't ever be satisfied by the small shelf
selection of other bookstores.
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Inadditiontothemerchandise,BeyondtheCloset
is host to the largest community bulletin board in
Seattle forGLBT persons,and theyoffer the largest
selection of GLBT free newspapers, newsletters,
directories, guides and brochures from around the
United States.
Beyondthe Closetalsohosts author events,though
there are none currently on the schedule.
The Beyond the Closet Bookstore website, at
www.beyondthecloset.com,offers onlineshopping,
as well as links to community resources.
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Owner Ron Whiteaker and his two employees
operate the store seven days a week from 10 a.m. to
10 p.m. They carry a variety of books, magazines
and pride items.
Books topics run the gamut from fiction and
poetry, to erotica and comics, all with a GLBT
theme
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Edge of the Circle has been around since 1992,
but they moved into their current location at Pike
and Boylston in the beginning of 1994.
Robert Andersonis president ofFuntimeInc.,the
>mpany that owns the store. He bought it in May
:
1995.
Anderson describes the store as a resource for
formation on paganism and the occult.
With books on topics from Western African
religions and ceremonial magick to Celtic and
Nordic studies, Edge of the Circle has something
on nearly every religion out of the mainstream.
Anderson welcomes everyone, even those who
he says might worry that it's too scary.
'
"I'll be nice to them," he said.
Along with books, the store carries candles, incense, oils and magickal supplies.
There are tarot card readings five days a week,
with Alyssa on Mondays and Tuesdays from 2 to 6
p.m.. and Whimsy on Fridays from 4to7 p.m. and

t

weekends from 2 p.m. on.
Open from noon to 9 p.m. seven days a week,
Edge of the Circle also hosts the Aquarian Tubernacle Wiccan Church each Wednesday evening.
other groupsandclasses throughout themonth.
The store will soon have a website, at

fus
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Here's a list of some other independentbookstores that may
tantalize your literary needs!

Elliott Bay Book Company

assive, impersonal aisles of Barnes &
our of some of Seattle's best indie
n't have to take our word for it!
"|^;
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Loversofpoetry have alwayshad to contendwith
being bullied around in bookstores by more flashy
genres likeJewish/erotica/automotive/fiction.Often the poetry section will be shoved in a small
corner of the back of a store, so undervalued and
under-appreciated.
However there is hope for the local poetry lover.
If seems mat Seattle and Cambridge Mass, have
more in common other than great universities. The
twoareme on'y known cities to have "poetry-only"
bookstores. While the Grolier Poetry Book Shop in
Cambridge has been around for almost as long as
Fr. Logan has, Seattle's own Open Books has only
set up shop for the past six years.
Six years exactly this Saturday in fact, according

"' '

"

to foUll(Jer and owner John W. Marshall.

Simply walk in the door of Wide World Books
and Maps in Wallingford, and you'll be ready to
leave.Leave town, that is.
Wide WorldBooks and Maps was thefirst travel
bookstore in the country when it opened over 20
years ago, and the storeis at its third location near
45th Aye.
"Yourfirst destination in travel," is the motto of
the store, and they take their mission seriously,
stockingbooks and guides on just about any destination you can imagine.
The owner ofthe store, Simone Andrus, and her
well-traveled staff are very helpful in choosingjust
the right guide, whether you plan to backpack
Spain or drive to Spokane.
iS9kii

''v9^9^Bv9rSsSu^m^wst

'
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o in W ' arsna startetl Open Books: A Poem
Emporium withChristineDeavel in 1995, dedicating their space on North 45lh for complete poetry
works, chapbooks, books on writing poetry and
spoken word tapes.
Walking into Open Books islike treadinglightly
through a cloud. It is finished with bright white
walls and quotesonpoetry andliteratureare painted
around the store. There is space on their wall for
events, readings and workshops to clutter together,
helping the novice poet find others to read their

'^^l t^A

latest sonnets to.
All the classic collections of poetry are in stock
such as the many A.RAmmons volumes,allofCity
Lights' Ginsbergmini-books, Slam poetry guides
and classical poetry.
Most importantly,Open Books carriesthe largest
selection oflocal chapbooks and poetry-zincs.
Open Books is a must for any reader of poetry
who can't ever be satisfied by the small shelf
selection of other bookstores.
/^T\
\\JIf'F^J

Tuckedawayjust off Broadway andDenny Way,
RevolutionBooks is continuing its 25 year run in
Seattle.
Part of a nationalnetwork ofbookstores focusing
onthe Revolutionary Communist Party oftheUnited
States, Revolution Books is a collective managed
by Maggie Lawless. The store is also part of the
World Group ofMaoist Organizations.
"Ourmissionis to helppeople to struggleagainst
the system," said employee Edith Lagos.
With books on everything from Mumia AbuJamal, human rights issues overseas and domestically, racial issues andMaoist theory, Revolution
Books contains enough ideas for changing the
world that there's no longer an excuse for sitting
idly and watching the world pass by.
Revolution Books is also active in the community,hostinggatherings to discussthe latestissue of
Revolutionary Worker newspaper on Fridays at 6
p.m.
The store is open from 2 to 6p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday,3 to 8p.m. Friday, and noon to 6 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday.
The store can be found on the web at
www.rwor.org, with e-mail at rbsea@yahoo.com.
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Once youhave your plan in mind, the store can
assist you with passport photos, maps and travel
essentials such as journals and moneybelts. They
also have a large stock of globes, and offer video

rentals.

Devolution
iOOKS

ww.edgeofthecircle.com.
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The store hosts presentations several times a
week, with upcoming lectures on healthy tropical
travel, cycling in Europe and food in Thailand.
There are also monthly meeting for solo travelers,
with one group focused on women solo travelers.
Wide World Books and Maps is on the web at

www.travelbooksandmaps.com.Thereis an e-mail
newsletter through the website that updates lectures and events at the store.
Pack your bags, andhead over to Wide World
Books and Maps before the summer break travel
bug bites you.

Wide world
iOOKS

andMaps
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SU baseball team tackles first doubleheader
Team continues to improve although errors still plague infield

ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

landed in the Abercrombie capital
In games that were far more exciting than they have been in the
of the Pacific northwest.
But alas,it was onlyBellingham, pastcouple of weeks,SUpicked up
Wash., homeof theWestern Wash- its hitting and surged onto the field
ingtonUniversityVikings.
in searchofits first win this season.

Sports Editor

Fromthelooksofthe crowd, one
might have thought theyhad crash-

Western Washington, whose
team is new just like SU's, looked

tough,but played well underexpec-

tation.
Both teams succeededin making
both contests exciting to the end.
SU's boys of summer were
pumped up form the start, determined to show that they could put
up a fight.
Within the first three innings of
gameone,SUhad scored threeruns,
and their defense was tight.

But then the Western competi-

—

ALEXISJUDAY-MARSHALL / SPORTSEDITOR

SecondbasemanDave Kang andother team membersgathertodiscuss
game strategyfor the second game.

Dedication Liturgy for the New
Marian Sculpture
Thursday, April 26, 7:30 p.m.
Chapel of St. Ignatius
Reception following in
Paccar Atrium
All are welcome!
The dramatic new Marian sculptureby
Steven Heilmer will be blessed in a special
ceremony tonight, April 26 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Chapel of St. Ignatius. Everyone is
invited to attendthe ceremony, which will
feature music andthree brief reflections on
the sculpture, "Gratia Plena." A reception
will follow in Paccar Atrium.Fr. Jerry
Cobb, S.J. commented "Ihope students,
faculty, and staff will join us for this celebration as a way of shedding light on this
amazing and complex new work of art."

tion found their bats nine to be
more exact.
Inning after inning SU came to
bat with littlemore than a pop fly or
a trickling grounder.

And then, in the top of the seventh (both games wereonlyplayed
until the seventh inningdue toboth
teams' shortage of pitchers) SU
started battling back.
A walk, adouble by utility player
junior Alex Alvarez,an infield hit
by junior Tyler Branaham and a
stolen base later, SU had the starts
of a late-gamerally.
A couple hits and runs later the

Freshman NateEggers enjoys a standardninth inningRally Cap.
score was only 8-9 (in favor of
Western).

Perhaps their rally started alittle
too late.

SU,alreadyhaving twoouts, sent

m< \

y

junior Steve Sullivan added. "We
had a couple bad innings..."

A runner scoresfrom third to giveSU an early lead in thefirst gameof
last Saturday's doubleheader.

Get insider tips on how to review and brief a law
case, use the Socratic Method and much more!

The team, whichtravels toEverett
onSaturday to takeonEverettCommunity College at the Everett
Aquasox' stadium, is itching for a
win.
The teams that they have played
have been of comparable talent
level.
Itisnow justa matter of smoothing out the rough edges, staying
solid ontheir defense,gettinga few
more hits and staying ahead once
they get the lead.
"[lmprovement willcome] with
getting more comfortable withdifferent situations on the field,"
Sullivan explained.
"[Our goal] is to win a game,"
Eggers chuckled. "Everybody's
pretty [upset] that we didn't come
away with the win. They're going
tobe ready to play tough this weekend."

After Saturday's game, the team

Peace Corps to visit SU
May 2

will take on Skagit Community

6 PM 8 PM
UW Marygates Hall Auditorium

College inanother doubleheaderthis
coming Sunday.
Itwill be an exhausting weekend
for the team, and they hope it will
produce the desired effects.

Space is limitedfor this FREE event.
Register today by calling1-800-KAPTEST
or visitingkaptest.com/events.

The team wants to win.
The team thinks they can win.
"We expect to win,"Sullivan said.
"I want a win."
If the team cancome out swinging and stay on top, they have a
goodchance.
"[We] expectsome goodcompetition. We definitely have a good
opportunity to come out with some

Tuesday, May 1

Information Table: 9:30 am to 2:30 pm
SUB, Hawk's Nest
Discover the many volunteer opportunities available with Peace Corps.
VideoPresentation and Q&A: 3:00 to 4:00 pm
SUB Hawk's Nest, Room 205

—

struggled..." freshmanNateEggers
said. "We would have won both
games."
"Ourpitchersplayedreallywell,"

-

There is a critical need for volunteers to teach English overseas!
Applynow and be abroad by this Summer.

They came out hard 45 minutes
later, againscoring tworuns quickly
and a thirdin the fifth inning.

fielder Zac Hustad to bat,
and after a goodeffort,he slammed
But that wouldbe allthe scoring
theball to deepleft field.
they would see in the second game.
But it would not be enough, and
A sloppy fifth inning, in which
—
the steady wind blowing in from the team committed threeerrors
that side was too strong, enough to allwithtwoouts wouldbe enough
to damper their spirits and their
impede SU's final efforts.
hopes of winning their first game.
"There were one or two innings
where if we wouldn't have

center

REDEFINE YOUR WORLD!
'

The team was disappointed,but
the vowed to play harder in the
second game.

Joinus for a showing of "Redefine Your World."
Meet recruiters and exploreyour future with Peace Corps.

-

(800) 424-8580 Option 1
Visit our web site at www.peacecorps.gov

victories."
Only time will tell.
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Who wants to be a millionaire? for minors
Sports

out T.S.Eliot's use of metaphor in

Hadheenteredthedraft that year, tially says that from a mental ashe would have been pect, another two years in school
Karl Malone's use of elbow in the among the top three picks.
would have helped.
pick-and-roll.
But Williamsondecided to wait a
DeShawn Stevenson is another
In America, theroad tosuccess is year, and ended up being picked athlete who was labeled immature.
taken in steps. First you go to el- 13th after a not-so-spectacularjun- Had he done things according to
ementaryschool, thenmiddleschool ior year.
plan, Stevenson might have spent
(orjuniorhigh,depending onwhere
1994 was also the yearthat num- this upcoming weekend preparing
yougrewup), then high school and ber-one pick Glenn Robinson asked for a mathexamor writinga history
on tocollege.After graduatingfrom for an unheardof $100 millioncon- essay.
However, Stevenson is going to
college, you can get a job and try to tract.
realize your dreams.
TheAssociation'sownersfeltthat spend his Saturday in Dallas as he
The raised eyebrows and fur- salaries weregetting out ofhand at and his Utah Jazz teammates take
rowed foreheadsdon't materialize this point, and by the time onthe Mavericks in the NBA playuntil someonedivertsfromthatpath. Williamson joined the NBA, a offs.And who cansay that he made
Everyone all of a sudden becomes rookiesalarycaphadbeen installed. the wrong decision?
By waitingone year,Williamson
thatchild' s parentbecause weknow
Unlike Stevenson, who said he
that deviating from the right path" had literally cost himself millions was going to college before he
isn'thow it's supposed to happen. of dollars in salary and endorse- changed his mind and entered the
draft, Chandlerhad made it known
Such is the case whenever an ments.
athlete opts out of life on campus
Thereality is, college has always for a long timethattheNBA washis
for a life in the pros.
been a training camp for the profes- first choice.
Despite the fact that leavingcol- sional ranks, but not just in athletAnd despite the reports that say
lege early or skipping college al- ics.
he's too skinny and too soft to be a
—
together will lead to the realizaEvery studentoneverycampusis legit NBA big man, Chandler'spotion of a dream and a truckload of simply working toward a career, tential and talent will earn him a
money, young athletes are often whetheritis accountingor teaching spot in the league,maybeinSeattle.
encouraged to turn their backs to or football.
The Sonics could also end up
theriches and return to meal cards
Thedifference between sportsand with EddyCurryor Ousmane Cisse,
and mid-terms.
other professions is that pro sports twomore postplayers who are still
The prosaren't goinganywhere, are one of the few high-paying ca- in highschool but will be rich bethe athlete is told. Why don't you reers where a college degreeis not fore their 20th birthday.
stay in school and get a degree?
required.
The majority of analysts say that
The problem is, the pros won't
The most common criticism that spending time in college is better
always be there.Something can go meets early entrants into pro sports forathletes in the longrun, butthat
wrong at anytime, from injuries to is their maturity level.
depends on the playerin question.
The Pro Football Weekly scoutlegal trouble, to actually stayingin
Forevery TimDuncanand Grant
college toolong.
ingreportdescribesKorenRobinson Hill each of whom spent four
—
Think it can't happen? Go back as a "superathlete" with "unlimited years in college there's a Kevin
to 1994, when Arkansas won col- potential."
Garnettand StephonMarbury, who
lege basketball'snationaltitle.
Heis praisedas "theclosestthing between them, spent one year in
The star of that team was Corliss to RandyMoss sinceMoss."But in college.
Williamson, a sophomore forward the same report, Robinson is also
Thereare 19American-bredplaywho some were comparing to a called, "veryimmature, selfish and ersin theNBA whoplayed one year
young Charles Barkley.
temperamental." The reportessen- or less of college ball, including

The Mill on the Floss, rather than

AustinBurton

Sports Columnist

By the time summer is over,
Koren Robinson will be a 21-year-

old millionaire.
After being chosen by the
Seahawks with the ninth pick in
Saturday's NFL draft, the former
N.C. State wide receiver is set to
sign a contract that will pay him at
$2 million up front and more
$8
n million whenall is said and

«st

Tyson Chandler is just 18-yearsold.This summer, just a few weeks
afterhe graduates fromDominguez
High School in Compton, Calif.,
seven-footer will be a high pick
he NBA draft.
le could end up playing for the
ics, a team armedwith a lottery
c and in desperate need of a big
man. By the time training camp
opens in the fall, he too will be a

t

millionaire.
'
Butaccording toplan,it shouldn t
be this way.If things had gone "the
rightway,"Robinsonwouldbe leading the Wolfpack to wins over Virginia andDuke as a juniorthis fall,
lining up across from Charles
>dson and SamMadisonin the

t

Hadhe done things the right way,
Chandler would spend the upcoming winter nights trying

to figure

—
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turningproearly andhas made steps
to improve their notoriously strict
rules for athletes receiving benefits
fromschools that make millionsoff
of them.
But the NCAA loses credibility
when it becomes clear that they're
only concerned with athletes who

play football and basketball,the top
revenue-earningsports.

No one in the NCAA has cared
thatsmallersportslikebaseballhave
been dealing with the same prob-

lem for years.
Several ofmajorleague baseball's
top stars went pro straight out of
high school while the NCAA
watched,including Ken Griffey Jr.,
Derek Jeter and Alex Rodriguez.
So while you could argue that
guyslikeTysonChandlerand Koren

Robinson are just chasing the
money, recognize the reality that
everyone in college is just chasing
the money.
An argumentI
saw on the sitcom
My Wife and Kids said it best.
Damon Wayans' character promised his son $1,000 if he improved
his math grade when his wife ob-

jected:
"He's learning for allthe wrong
reasons. He should be learning for
the love of learning," she said.
"Why?" asked Wayans.
"Sohe can go to college."
"Why?"
"Sohe can get a goodjob."
"Why?"

"Sohe can make a lot of money."
"I rest my case."
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New building 3 blocks south of Seattle University
1 bed,' 2 bed/1ba,' 2bed/2ba,' 2bed/2bath Deluxe
Our apartments have great views of the city and Mount Rainier
The units have washer, dryer, dishwasher, and microwave inside.
exercise room & underground garage parking with
24 hours security camera recording.
Excellent for Roommates.
o find out more about the building and also
le special we are offering please visit our
Website at www.vantageparkapts.com
Or call us at 206-381-5878

cern about the number of athletes

VTly

1011 East Terrace Street
Seattle, WA 98122
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Seattle productJamal Crawford and
the Sonics' Rashard Lewis.
The NCAA has expressed con-

scouts say

—

Ira Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
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Tough times continue for softball team
Carl bergquist
Staff Reporter

seemingly close the door on the
Redhawks as SU only picked up
twohits in the first four innings off

The Seattle University softball toughLumberjack pitcher Jessame
team(12-2 1)lostahardfought twin Kendall.

bill against Humboldt State Uni-

The Redhawks shut down the

versity (40-10-1), ranked number Humboldt offense and gainedconseven nationally, in two of SU's
best performancesall year.

trolof their pitches in thebottom of
the fifth.

HSU slowly builttheir leadin the

Junior Annette Gaeth picked up

first game of the double headerby

an RBIsingle to put the Redhawks
on the board.
SU followed up the run in the

taking advantage of four wild
pitches,scoring arun inthe firstand

fifth bytakingadvantage ofa pitching change and promptly scored
five runs to tie the ball game,but

a run in the third.
Humboldtthenscored fourruns

—

— in thefourth inning to

two earned

couldn't capitalize on the moment
as they left the basesloaded to end
the inning.
SU'sCherylJohnson, wholasted
the entire game, kept Humboldt
State in check, allowing only five
hits after the fourth inning
Although the Redhawks were
unaffected by a noisy Humboldt
State, singing cheers the entire
game, SU was hurt by throwing
seven wild pitches and picking up
four errors.
This led to four unearned runs
and proved to be the difference.
The Redhawks kept the game

close with exceptionalpitchingbyy
Mmdi Goodwin and only gave upp
one run through five innings withh
the supportof a strong defense.
But SU couldn't find an answerx
to the Lumberjacks' Kendall, who0
pitched a complete game-onehitter1
to pick up her 26th win of the sea-ison.

Humboldt scored threemorerunss
in the top of the sixth to close thec

door and walk away with the fournothing victory.
The two games provided somec
verygood pitching, in which onlyy
i,
twoballslanded for extrabase hits,

Take a break....
You've earned it!

one by SU andone by Humboldt.
Last Friday the softball teamlost
a doubleheader to Western Oregon
University in which SU couldn't
seem to scoreruns.
The first game of the double
header,Goodwinwasrockedby the

Wolves.givingupeightearnedruns,
the Redhawksgiving up 11overall.
The Wolves jumped onto the
board by taking advantage of an
error and picking up four runs.
SU responded in the bottom of
thefourth inning, scoring threeruns
to bring the game within three.
They wouldhold the score there
until the top of the seventh when
some costly mental errors led to
five WOU runs and sufficiently
closed the door as SUlost 11-3.
However, the Redhawks came
out strongin the second gamegiving up a run in the top of the first,
only torespond withtwo runs in the
bottomhalf of the inning.
Gaeth opened with a bunt single
followed by KatBielemeier's single
which Sullivan brought home one
run.

That wouldbe all the scoring the
Redhawks could muster as the
Wolves'Cortney Dupreeshutdown
SU, only allowing fourhits the rest
of the way.
SU's Jennifer Hewitt pitched a
strong game only giving up three

earnedruns infiveinnings,butonce
again, fielding woes riddled SU's

playing.
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Simply the most adventurous and affordable way to see the United
States and Canada. Together, Amtrak* and VIA Rail Canada offer
an exciting rail pass for those who really want to experience North
America's vast beauty. Travel to as many places as you want in
30 days...so why not see it all. Whether you are traveling the coast,
passing through the mountains or visiting another city, you'llenjoy
the flexibilityof creating an itinerary to match your interests. Trip must
include at least one segment in each country.

Off-peak fare
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Pass Price
$674us

Discount)

$471us

$424us

BAR
Seattle IJ Mon 5/21
SeattleU Wed 5/30
UofW
Mon 6/11

9:00 am
9:00 am
6:00 pm

CPA/CMA
Seattle(Both) 8/4
8:00 am
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Over 6,000 Prior
Washington Students

|^
Jl

CALL FOR FREEBROCHURE
SMtUa/MLTM

or

(MS) 624-071*
(800) 636-0716

www.rigos.net

$607^^

t Amtrak accepts the Student Advantage Card! Members save 10% on a
30-day North America Rail Pass and 1 5%** on most Amtrak coach fares year
round. To join Student Advantage and start saving, call 1 877.2J01N.5A or visit
studentadvantage.com.

CalM.Boo.USA.RAlLorvisitwww.amtrak.com/promotions/details.html
f° r more information on the North AmericaRail Pass and sample
itineraries.
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10% Student
Advantage

(Off-peak Jan 1-Mar31 andOct 16 -Dec 31)

W
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30-Day

NORTH AMERICA
RAIL PASS
Peak fare
(Peak Jun 1 Oct 15)
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Travel by train and experience the adventure and freedom that only
the North America Rail Pass* offers.

-

\

M

30 Days... 2 Countries...1Pass...

AMTRAK'

"^^SS&ZSP^

"

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: The pass is good for 30 consecutive days coach travel anywhere in the USand
Canadaserviced by Amtrak andVIA Rail Canada ar)d is valid forup to one year from the dateof purchase.
, Auto Train*, oncertain Thruwayconnecting services
Offer is not valid onAmtrak Acela Express^, Metroliner*1
or for certain trams and buses listed in the VIA timetablebut operated bycompanies other thanVIA. Offer is
not valid with other offers, discounts or promotions Other restrictions apply.

-

"15%Discount isvalid onselect trains only Not valid onAcela Express,Peak weekday Metroliner or Canadian
portions of trainsoperatedjointlyby Amtrak andVIA RAIL Canada, or onconnecting services via non-Amtrak
carriers Offer is not valid with other offers, discounts or promotions Other restrictions apply

"
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With a money-savingEurailpass, you
can make tracks in Europe wherever
and whenever the impulse moves you.
A variety of Railpasses are available, including:
Burail Selectpass Youth Travel any 5 to 10
days in 2months (pick any 3 bordering
countries out of 17), from $230*
■

r3El"*ailEurope

Jj^fKfifilTravel
America'sLeader in StudentTravel
counciltravel.com
424 Broadway Aye. East
Seattle

206-329-4567

'Must be under age 26 on first day of travel.
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Staying in-line with the food pyramid

ShantiHahler
Health andFitness Columnist
There areamillion diet books on
the shelves, and every month it
seems that another fad diet hits the
market, making wild promises of

quick weight loss and eternal thinness if you follow their strategic
plan.
Though diets such as The Zone,
TheAtkinsDietand the Hollywood
Juice Diet may work at first, the
results are most often temporary
and vanish when old eating habits
break through.
Terri Weiss, Director of the SeattleUniversityStudent HealthCenter, whohas been helping college
students with health and nutrition
concerns for almost a decade,said
thatshehasseen a needfornutrition
educationon campus from the first
day shearrived at SU.
"I see at least one student each
day with a (nutrition) concern,"

Fats, Oils,and Sweets

"

Weiss stated, and Ioften bringup
those concerns for thestudent when
—
Isee potential problems if they
have had an eating disorder in the
past,oriftheyappear toothinor too
overweight,I
questiontheiractivity
level and diet."
According to Weiss and other
health practitioners inthe nutrition
field,thereisreallyonlyone healthy,
effective way to eat healthy and
lose weight a combination of
moderate exercise and balanced
eating based on the easy-to-follow
food pyramid.
"The Food PyramidEating Plan"
is what Weiss promotes for anyone
hoping to eat more healthyor lose
weight. Basedon these basic nutri-

—
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Fruit Group
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tion concepts, the Food Pyramid
Plan getshealthyresults andchanges
eating patterns for long-term health
benefits,not justquick results.
"
According to Weiss, Our emphasis is on educating the students
so that when they graduate from
here, they have a sense of how to
take care of their bodies long term,
notjust short term. Themost important aspect is getting out into the
university community and educating the group as a whole."
Byproviding informationfor students on nutrition and the Food
Pyramid Eating Plan, using oneon-one counseling and group discussions, Weiss said that the students can not only identify if they
have an eating problem, but they
will alsolearn a healthy way togive
their bodiesthe nutrition theyneed.
The Food Pyramid Plan is a
simple, easily accessible guide to
getting the proper nutrition,but as
Weiss stressed, correctservingsizes
are the biggest downfall of any eating plan.
As an easy way to learn and remember what a serving sizeofeach

thumb counts as a serving ofbutter
or margarine (1 teaspoon); a large
handful (1cup)ofdry cereal counts
as one serving,and a small handful
(1/2 cup) counts as a serving ofrice
or pasta.
In addition, the Food Pyramid

Eating Planis also adaptabletoboth
vegetarian and vegan eatingstyles.
To adapt the Eating Plan to a
vegetarianlifestyle,replace the two
to three servings of meat and fish
with two to three servings of legumes, nuts, seeds and meat alternatives suchas tofu.
For a veganeating plan, replace
the two to three servings of dairy
products with two to three servings
of soy milk and soy-basedproducts
rich in calcium.
By eating the right size servings
and following the Food Pyramid
guidelines, your diet will be bal-

—

anced and healthful.
Ifyouarelooking tolose weight
no more thanone totwopoundsper
week" is healthy eating on the
lower end of the servings of the
Food Pyramid will get you steady
results.
foodgroup looks like, look at your
In addition, Weiss is offering a
hand.
lunch-hour talk onnutrition and the
The size of your palmcounts as Food Pyramid Eating Plan on
a serving of meat or fish (3 oz.); Wednesday, May 2, in the 1891
your fist counts as one cup or one roomin Bellarmine fromnoonto 1
serving of veggies as well as a serv- p.m. Food is provided on a firsting of fruit; yourthumb fromthe tip come first-served basis and all are
to the base counts as a serving of welcome.
cheese (1.5 oz.); the tip of your

—

Bread, Cereal,
Rice, and

Pasta Group
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INAMAR GROUP a division of ACE, USA

you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the

[tuition].
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Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll

not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leader-

ship skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
Stop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY ROTC
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Unlike any other college course you can take,

2 Year Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.
The Spectator " April 26, 2001

Currentlyis seekinga self-motivated, career-mindindividual to join our Seattle, WA team. In this
key role, you will be trained to underwrite a
diverse marine book, working with brokers and
independent insurance agencies in 5 states. The
ideal candidate will have completedat least three
years of undergraduate work with an emphasisin
Business Administrationor haverecentlygraduated
with a degree in Business Administration; excellent communicationskills expectedand the desire
to succeed and grow within a world-renowned
organization.An interest in or knowledge of boats
is a distinct advantage but not essential. We will
train the right candidate.
We offer an excellent salary and benefits package
in a rewarding environment. Please forward
resume, with cover letter, to: Maurice Booth at
h.nuuike.booth@ace-lna.com

EOE

ASSU
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Father Sundborg meets with ASSU

Father sundborg wasa guest at the assu
council meeting. There were many topics of
discussion,but one that remained quite clear:
more student representation on campus.
Thecouncil revisited the timeline of the
constitution reworking. As long as
everythinggoes as planned, there willbe a

ASSU Council meets every Wednesday in Pigott
102 from
B
745
9 45

IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER!

The followin§ meet in the ASSUoffice ' SUB second floor
Clubs Committee: Wednesday, after Council meeting
Elections Committee: Monday, 8 to 9 p.m.
Presidential Committee: Sunday 4to5 p.m.
Accounts Committee: Monday, 7 to 8 p.m.

to 9 p.m. (Primary election

absentee ballots available)
Primary Election
'—-■..
—
M*y 7 Final absentee ballots available
May 9 — Final Election

vote on the changingot the constitution

a C*Q*TT T7i^,^>4-.

/IOOUr aCI.

..

— Candidates Reception from 8

"tQ .

—
May 2

during the May 9 Final Election for ASSU
Represematives.

Any questions, please contact Virgil at
domaoanv® seattleu.edu or X6050.

This upcoming
Wednesday, May 2nd,
,
n
\\- cfor the
will
there
be a primary election
position ofResidential Representative.
Come out and vote!!!!!!!

,l

'

n<imniic9
ampUSr
If
Run forASSURepresentative Positions...

APril 30

ConstitutionRevisited

This quarter's meeting times for ASSU!

TheASSU offlee is iocatedin tne StudentUnion
Building, room 203. ASSUoffers services such as
support to clubs andstudent advocacy.

-

The following are the names of the representatives on
eachof
" *" the committees this
, quarter,
„
.
Elections: Adam Ahlbach, Virgil Domaoan (chair),
AnSela Rmeccl Annette Gaeth
Clubs: AngelaRivieccio (chair), Adam Ahlbach,Teresa
Abellera,ChrisCanlas,Mick Souders,Abi Jones,Hector
Herrera> Matt Sanderl, Carl Bergquist
Accounts: Steve Sullivan (chair), Matt Sanderl, Mick
Souders, GayatriEasseay, Dave "Crunchy"Crepeau,Scan
O'Neill Abi Jones
Presidential: VirgilDomoan (chair), ScanO'Neill,Teresa
Abellera, Chris Canlas,Gayatri Eassey, Hector Herrera
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Club Events^adAnjiouncernents.

c *°*k Annual La a v

°c
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?

"Sharing the Beauty of ffawafi"
Saturday May 5 9 1001

—

IMPORTANT INFO.I Doors open at S:3O p.m. Campion Ballroom; $14 student, $16 General.If you're

INTERESTED IN BUYING A TICKET, CONTACT-CHANEL AT CHANEL@SEATTLEU.EDU OR PURCHASE IT AT THE CAC BETWEEN
April 26 and May 3.

SXJ DANCE TEAIV^
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get more
from
Selling your bOOkS Or buy
USed bOOkS Cheaper?NOW
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Final TryOUtS — April 30 @
OTHER SU STUDENTSDIRECTLY!
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/ 6.30
p.m.
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OntO
are in the Connolly
\\ www
BookSwan com/ // All tryouts
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Questions? Contact Christy @ (206)
398-4690 or Naomi
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(206) 220-8104.
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The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
Spring Quarter shooting schedule
Friday> Apn 27"~Pistol and Rifle Shootins
Both new and experienced shooters are welcome.
Firearms, ammunition, hearing and eye protection and
instruction are provided.Shootersmay use their own
equipment. Transportation to the range leaves from the
front ofXavierHall at 2:10p.m. All events are at the
i
ntce riake Gun Club
For further information contact:
Jacob Paris, President
206-220-86380rfarisj@seattieu.edu
Dr. jadie,Faculty Moderator

206-296-5422or509CaseyHall
The Marksmanship Club is an intramural sports
activity, chartered as a collegiate shootingclub by the
and assu.

||nra

may i- 11

Just in case you missedit...
Thebands for Quadstock are Nuffsed,
Pinehurst Kids, Shawn Johnson and the
Foundations, and Save Ferris!Ticket
sales going on now! 5 bucks for advance and 7 clams at the door lor SU
students.10 smackers for non-SU students. Make sure to bring your SU 10
when buying tickets.
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200. Help Wanted
m,

R,t.r ,h..r.f, w
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en^d LrtiverTl for lifter
r^m
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Sundays

M2

nfant
0/hr CM
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Are you outgoing, friendly and
professional? Leasing Consultant
needed for lease-up of Class-A
apartment communityin the International District. Part time / flexible hours,competitive wages,free
parking, established management
company -Longand Associates
Please call AmandaDiebel at (206)
340-8882.

600. Misc

-

weekdays and weekend If y° u are
resPonsible' hard WOrkinS' have
excellentcustomerserviceskillsand
arC intereSted m3king $8"$12 a
nour we invite you to fll
an
application at 3901 Stoneway N.
Ste. 100 in the Wallingford district
of Seattle. We are openMon.- Fri.
between Ba.m.and 6p.m.. For more
information, call Jerryat(206) 6334944. Come join SilverCloud Vaiet during this exciting time of
growth and opportunity! EEO/AA/
M/F/D/V

"

,
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SUMMERCAMPJOBSformen Kj Count ub
sfc %0
and women (6/16-8/24/01.)Spend Newport Way NW, Issaquah, WA
your summer in a beautiful setting 98027 (425) 359.3224 Fax: (425)
WhUe in worthwhile emP'°y ment 368-3214 www.kcls.org EOE
Hidden ValleyCamp (GraniteFallSi
WA)needs:lifeguards,dramacounselor, and RN, driver/maintenance
staff,kitchen staffandmore.Room/ 500. For Rent
Board/Salary.Interviewsavailable
on campus. Call (425)844-8896
Available:2 rooms to subletin 3
for more information.
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£

ther
penses paid Call Terry & Bob 1

800-652-6183

Community Relations Intern

bedroom apartment, June-Sept.
$400 +«Ulities.Pref. female.(206)
264 758°-

-

.

TheSpectatoris where
it'sat!To advertise, call
BenStanglandat (206) 296-6474

Center
SummerQuarter-Service
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. Issaquah.(PT- 15-20hrs perwk.„, „,..„,.
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The cost for classifieds
$
One
new
Bdrm 885
&
'
„,,„..
$5.00 forthe first 20 words
...
,- <l. ,
,s cents a wordtbmafter
bldg. Secure entry, parking, baland
J
deck,
1cony,
roof
W/D.NP/NS.4.
jf
°" S" "q" . "thAve.(206) 332-1947 or(206)
All c.assifiedsand
, p'"
f
personalsmust be
441 317 L
S"
submittedbyFriday
MonthlyParking available. $60/
J
at 5 p.m. for
month Private *"^ Two blocks
Lsl(Vhr.Flexible
Thursday edition.
-

c_"

,„

ADOPTION: Happily married
couple wishes to adopt newborn.
Full-time mother and successful fa-

,^__^_^_^___^^^_

wr 1o» a
cr ki
"
Eligible
WorkStudy—
Summer
„.-,,,.
._,
,
c
»i«i»oH
~.tu 9-12 weeks)Internship to practice
H
Students Wanted. Help
lead youth
volunteer program for Mercer IsBecome a Si.verCloud Valet:
"and
teens. June-August, fullSilver Cloud Valet, the
n
ENG
time.
Lead projects and volunteer
"
Northwest's leading valet service,
MKIKj orbus. Kty.p«v
frev.esp
emw/
w
working with
f,,n anH part
e n«w
i\M
hirna for
f«r both
h«th full
now hinng
and nJ activities. Interest in
computers. $7 per hr. Open unt.l
time pos.t.ons
the Seattle/
fllled
RVW ' StartS 5/25/01
Bp
Bellevue area.We have a number
Send
KCLS
application to: HR,
For anolicationsnacket
of shifts available days, nights,
-,4nc,oo^

40°- Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

f^l
QC O
C JL
1"Fil
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
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«nnfcr.h»(irc.WwA^.

Pre-payplease,

from campus.411 11 th Aye. (206)
332-1947
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Personals
Day-lynn 'n Little One,
(180=75) / 3x6-78=playtime!
-Dem
Rnnpp

TOT f
XP£££?£T£
n

Isaid Burrrr, it's coldinhere! E3
rocks myu world!
Love,

Cher + KathieLee

luv

— love, your fave mexican

Kermie!HEMU!
Happy BirthdayEric!
From your friends

_
Kerrv

. . 2s—
To all the re

J:

, ,

Do you want to go on a knock

kneed walk with me?
Heart' MP

My fellow IglooBunny,
Yay Kick Bo! Alaskan girls are

buff and sexy! See ya at the gym.

Youguys are unbelievable,and

-TheCra.yTattoed,16-yearold

—
Alejandro
ComoestaArath?
Two words:ModernBallet. You

Tn lt

You guys are money, and you

don't even know it.
—Cash Monkey

-

~

so^
Love— Celeste
Knc

7V

PurpleJetta??

GoSUsoftbaH.'! Kick somebutt.

"'

Erjc

CareBear akaCareoso—
J s a note to say what! What!
d X« tA m h WaU
? s. You are a
l
«^n

truly making the third time around
one of thebest. Keepspreadin" the

the hnu,e lv*a note to

best.

—

To the OA Family

T

"

-■£**■
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P"^Idreamofpuppiesandakittyand
abirdand NOfish for us. Someday
wi come tme

„ ,,

_

Yqu mean sq much tQ me

and

{

want you to know that every moment wenave leftisappreciated and

cherished byyourstruly.I
love you.'Dieny
P.S. Agent M says "hi!"

Kelly,
Congratulations, we'reproud of
love, Sarah and Lindsey

Hug-a-bear

Whoa!What' sup withthat funky
smell? Nevermind, you got a cold

Heyguys,
LettheDisneyMagic flow!Have anyway.
a wonderful
—Peace Out Scott
, _ weekend.
Love, Snow White

.....

w
h to go have
h
We need
some mtMl s
pretty quick here!
Love, Chinchilla
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T^ is a shoutout to Sexy Alex
fromJ rhMama
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Sunday, April 29— Thursday May 3

Wkdnksdav, May 2

Sunday, April 29
3 p.m.-5p.m. Arrupe Open House
A once in a lifetime chance to go ona tour of the

Noon Lunch with a Jesuit
Jesuits willhave anopportunity toeat lunch with
a group of students in the Hawk's Nest and the
ColumbiaStreet Cafe.
■
7 p.m.
Ignatian

SU Jesuits' home.
9 p.m. Liturgy,Chapel of St. Ignatius
10 p.m.Reception,
Pigott Atrium

■T'-^H
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M a
jr B
you want to know more about those men in dents, faculty and
black? Do youever wonder what theJesuits do or where they staff will talk about
mM
live? Do you ever wonder what makes a Jesuit education so whatmakes SU aJeunique? You can find out the answers to these questions and more next suit community, folweekduring Jesuit AwarenessDays. The purpose behind Jesuit Aware- lowed by questions and discussion.
ness Days is to help studentsbetterunderstandthe Jesuits and the Jesuit 9 p.m. Guided Meditation, CampionChapel
vision of education through social activities, panel discussions, prayer Greatchance for a study break and reflection
and lectures. The activities begin on Sunday afternoon with an open
house at Arrupe House (the Jesuit residence on campus). Everyone is Tuksday, May 1
welcome to comeand see wherethe Jesuits live and enjoy refreshments Noon- 1:15 p.m. Fireside Chat,Lynn Collegium
and conversation with Jesuits andother students. Then come to Mass at Another chance to ask the Jesuits the questions
the Chapel of St. Ignatius at 9 p.m. when members of the Seattle you've always wanted to ask them.
University Jesuit community willbe present alongwithPhilBoroughs, 9 p.m. Guided Meditation, Bellarmine Chapel
the Superior of the SUJesuits and StephenSundborg, SU president.
Chance for a study break and a timeofreflection

Do

'

Spirituality
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Monday,April 30
7 p.m. TownHall
Meeting,Bannan
Auditorium
A panel of stu-

EL

fl

U

'

Thursday, May 3
7 p.m. Movie,The Mission, TBA
A discussion will follow the film.

330 Sixth Avenue North
Don't leavehome without them?

| ITravelers

e

Cheques

"LeqalTerms and Conditions: Offer is valid through June 30, 2001. Student must present valid student ID. AAA membershipand enrollNon-AAA members must pay for
ment fees are subiect to change. $250 minimum purchase requirement for non-AAA members.
Express Gift Cheques are not
Travelers Cheques with cash or credit card only. Credit card cash advance feesis may apply American
promotions or offers and not open to AAA employees.
valid for this offer Offer is not combinable with other
■
© 2001 American Express

ApRWAQ1
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Harbaugh,
SJ, Upper

Bunk

addictionstudies.

Hurry to this AAA location by June 30th!
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9 p.m. Guided Meditation, Chapel of St. Ignatius
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American Express Travelers Cheques.

ratner

Father Harbaugh will discuss the relationship
between Ignatian Spirituality and his workin the
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Addiction
Studies

